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Abstract 

We discuss the challenges in enabling mobile collocated 

proxemic interaction in everyday scenarios. In 

particular, we examine the feasibility and intuition of 

using currently available technologies which are 

ubiquitous and affordable for average consumers, yet 

powerful enough to enable proxemic interactions, such 

as built-in sensor and radio antenna commonly 

available in mobile devices, television and wireless 

networking devices. Proxemic interaction can be 

considered an analytical lens for considering individual 

and group configurations, movements, gesture and 

activity within the proximity of systems. As such, we 

should consider the feasibility of sensing as exemplified 

in aspects of context-aware computing, ubiquitous 

computing and intelligent interactive systems.  
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Introduction 

As classically defined, Proxemics is the study of how 

people use interpersonal distance to understand and 

mediate their interactions with other people [2,4]. 
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Grounded in anthropological study, it’s based on the 

basic observation that animals, including humans, keep 

certain distances between each other and that this can 

vary depending of the cultural, social, work or 

environmental context. As a result, we each maintain 

this invisible “bubble” of space and hence territory 

around us. How we sense the required context within 

and around these bubbles is the question we address in 

this position paper. 

Proxemic interaction, in the field of human-computer 

interaction (HCI) [1, 2], is based on the assumption 

that a system of connected devices will have knowledge 

of the configuration of people and objects within range. 

This can be extended to consider mobile settings where 

personal and mobile devices form the basis for the 

sensing system for proxemics interaction. Besides, rich 

sensed environments can support mobile use cases.   

Numerous prototype systems have been developed [1, 

2, 3, 8, 9] which exploit knowledge of the configuration 

of devices and people in personal and group settings. 

The knowledge required is largely based on details of 

proximity between devices or between people and their 

devices. Less common is the use of the full spatial 

knowledge described within proxemics. A survey of 

prior work is outside the scope of this paper but we 

refer the reader to a comprehensive review [7]. 

What is clear, is that beyond simple proximity based 

systems, most of the prototypes are implemented with 

special hardware, e.g., room-scale motion-capture 

systems which can involve attaching IR markers to 

users’ hand or heads. These devices are cumbersome 

and cannot be readily applied in real world cases which 

limits their use in field studies beyond dedicated 

laboratory settings. In addition, the high cost of the 

tracking devices used, e.g., Vicon systems, further 

limits their adoption in research beyond specialised and 

narrow studies of proxemics. Some prototype systems 

[9, 10, 16] employ off-the-shelf radio modules 

(Qualcomm SRCT, Ubisense UWB) that can be attached 

to ordinary mobile devices. While this approach is 

relatively affordable, it requires expert knowledge on 

bespoke hardware development and coding, thus 

limiting the applicability to consumers. 

Such limitations are reasonable for prototypes to 

explore the field of proxemic interaction. However, here 

we consider how such seemingly intuitive interactions 

can be realised with currently available and low cost 

technology, in particular harnessing those sensors that 

are already available in mobile devices. In the next 

section, we look at recent work and technologies. 

Enabling Proxemic Interactions 

Many low-cost tracking devices are available in the 

market today. For example, Microsoft Kinect V2 can 

track up to 6 user's body and face information at the 

same time, while only costing 200 USD. Google Tango, 

a self-contained Android tablet with embedded depth 

sensor and IMU can precisely determine its current 

position and orientation in the world coordinate. 

Kinect is capable of tracking human body, including 

position and orientation. Further studies have employed 

it for the determination of paralanguage and audience 

Kinesics. However, in this situation, the system has no 

knowledge whether the user is holding the mobile 

device or not or using which hand. Thus, body tracking 

is only sufficient for simple proxemic interaction with 

fixed displays but not for mobile collocated interaction. 

Mobile Sensors and 

Sensing for Proxemic 

Interaction [2] 

i) Audio signal (microphone and 

speaker), TDoA and AoA can 

track distance, Doppler sensing 

can track motion.  

ii) Bluetooth signal, measuring 

RSSI can give coarse position. 

iii) WiFi signal, triangulation can 

give position and identity. 

iv) IMU (Inertial measurement 

unit including accelerometer, 

gyroscope, magnetometer) can 

give orientation and motion. 

v) Camera and depth sensor can 

give position, orientation, motion, 

identity and location. 

vi) Capacitive touch screen, 

hover sensor and proximity 

sensor, although very short 

range, can give distance, motion 

and identity. 

vii) NFC, although short range, 

can give identify. 

viii) GPS can give coarse position 

and location, although not 

working well indoor. 

xi) Cellular GSM signal, can give 

coarse position, motion and 

location. 

Table 1: Fusion of sensors above 

can give fine-grained details 

about device’s proxemics. 

 



  

To solve the aforementioned problem, ShakeIt [13] 

compares real-time device accelerometer data, depth 

camera-based body tracking and touch contact 

positions to associate each device with a particular 

user, allowing for more seamless device to display 

multi-user interactions. Nonetheless, a fixed sensor is 

still required, which has limited mobility and portability 

for ad-hoc configuration. A range of other fixed sensor 

systems such as signal strength; eye trackers or 

environmental sensors (video, audio, IR) can be 

employed to help determine context data. Such 

systems provide limited use in truly mobile settings. 

Built-in Sensors 

In this section, we will explore existing work that has 

leveraged common sensors available on mobile devices 

to support proxemic interaction. Common sensors that 

are available on ordinary mobile devices that can be 

potentially leveraged are described in (Table 1) and 

how preliminary review of their frequency in key mobile 

prototypes is described in Table 2. 

BeepBeep [11], SwordFight [15] and HLPP [12] use 

acoustic signal and inertial measurement unit (IMU) for 

estimating each other’s relative positions in 3D space 

without infrastructure support. AirPlayer [14] compares 

the RSSI measurements from the AirPort Express 

devices to estimate coarse-grained information 

regarding the user’s position. Tracko [5] further utilize 

inaudible stereo signals and inertial measurement, 

together with Bluetooth signal to robustly track devices 

in 3D with little error, suitable for cross-device 

interactions. Techniques such as Wifi or radio signal 

triangulation [9] are also able to locate the position of 

mobile devices in a room. When combined with the 

built-in IMU sensor, orientation is also known. 

Finally, Google Tango with embedded depth sensor and 

IMU can precisely determine its current position and 

orientation in the world coordinate, using sensor fusion 

and visual SLAM technique. Multiple Tango devices can 

know relative position and orientation of other devices. 

Off-the-shelf Hardware 

Several systems use off-the-shelf hardware to enable 

position and orientation awareness. Example modules 

are Qualcomm Peanut and Nokia HAIP that use UWB 

TDoA (time difference of arrival) and low-power 

Bluetooth AoA (angle of arrival), respectively. 

Relate System [6] allow devices to measure their 

spatial relations using ultrasound sensing device. 

WristQue [10] uses Ubisense UWB real-time localization 

system. EMI Spy [16] captures electromagnetic 

interference and detects users’ proximity and gestures.  

Beyond basic proximity and proxemics 

However, spatial awareness, proximity and proxemics 

represents only a small subset of the broader 

contextual data required for new and novel forms of 

mobile co-located interaction. Such interaction requires 

us to consider proxemics, kinesics, paralanguage, 

haptics, chronemics and the arrangement of artefacts 

around us as described in table 3. By studying space, 

or proxemics, we can learn how people express 

intimacy and power. Communication with the body, 

called kinesics, consists of the use of the hands, arms, 

legs, and face to send messages. Paralanguage, or the 

use of the voice, refers to vocal characteristics such as 

volume, pitch, rate, and so forth. Through 

paralanguage, people communicate their emotional 

state, veracity, and sincerity. Haptics, or tactile 

communication, refers to the use of touch between 

people and with objects. Chronemics, considers the use 

Proxemic Interaction 

[2] 

 

 D O M I L 

BLE 1 1 1 0 0 

WiFi 1 0 1 2 2 

Audio 2 1 1 1 0 

IMU 0 2 2 1 0 

Camera 2 1 2 1 2 

GPS 2 0 2 0 2 

GSM 0 0 1 1 0 

NFC 1 0 0 2 0 

Hover 1 0 2 0 0 

Proximity 1 0 1 0 0 

Table 2: Frequency of exploiting 

existing sensors for proxemics 

interactions, based on a survey 

we conducted internally, where 

D, O, M, I, L stands for Distance, 

Orientation, Movement, Identify 

and Location, respectively, as 

suggested by Saul Greenberg [2]. 

0, 1 and 2 represent not used, 

seldom used and commonly used, 

respectively.  

 



  

of time where people can communicate status and 

punctuality. If computers become social actors in 

mobile collocated interaction then an awareness of 

chronemics is basically absent today. Existing models of 

spatial or proxemic interaction include knowledge of 

artefacts but this requires dedicated consideration 

when we consider new sensing systems. Finally, can we 

consider from ethology how olfactics, physical 

appearance and dress can be sensed where it’s know 

this influences collocated interactions between people. 

Conclusion 

We examine how proposed proxemic interactions and 

an extended Kinesic++ model can be considered for 

real world use with affordable and accessible 

technology, by leveraging many off-the-shelf or built-in 

sensors. The main challenge remaining is how these 

aspects of context can allow to explore new and 

seemingly intuitive interaction techniques to be adopted 

by the average users.  
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Kinesic++ Model  

 

 K P H C A O P D 

BLE 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

WiFi 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Audio 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IMU 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Cam 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 

GPS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

GSM 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

NFC 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Hover 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Proxi 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Table 3: Frequency of exploiting 

existing sensors for rich 

interactions, where K, P, H, C, A, 

O, P, D stand for Kinesics, 

Paralanguage, Haptics, 

Chronemics, Artefacts, Olfactics, 

Appearance and Dress. 

0, 1 and 2 represent not used, 

seldom used and commonly used, 

respectively. 


